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Introduction
Groundwater models are commonly used to simulate flow and solute transport processes in natural groundwater systems. For a model to be useful, it must adequately represent the required physical processes and be numerically rigorous. The testing of models is carried out, in part, by comparing model performance with so-called ''benchmark'' problems. These are well-defined analytical, numerical, laboratory or field results with which the results of a model are compared to evaluate its performance. Clearly, the more benchmarks available for comparison, the more rigorous the testing process can be.
In certain groundwater problems, groundwater density varies as a function of the temperature and solute concentration of the fluid. These density variations often impact groundwater flow patterns. For example, when denser water lies directly over less dense water unstable density stratification may lead to free (density-driven) convection. Groundwater environments where concentration differences significantly affect flow patterns include seawater intrusion in coastal aquifers [13] , saline disposal basins and salt lakes [20, 21, 26, 27] , contaminant spills, tailings ponds, and waste disposal sites [9] . A review of variable-density groundwater flow is presented by Simmons et al. [22] .
To model systems with significant density variation, a density-dependent numerical simulator is required. Variable-density benchmark problems are needed to confirm the accuracy of density-dependent simulators.
Currently, most simulators are tested by comparing results with three widely used benchmarks: (1) the Henry [11] saltwater intrusion problem; (2) the Elder [7] problem for complex natural convection where fluid flow is driven purely by fluid density differences; and (3) the HYDROCOIN level 1, case 5 ''salt dome'' problem [18] . Recently, the ''salt lake'' problem [21] was proposed as a new test case but further work is required to explore the validity of numerical solutions at very high density contrasts where oscillatory solutions are believed to exist. Diersch and Kolditz [6] provide an excellent discussion of the successes and limitations of currently used benchmarks and this discussion will not be repeated here. However, there are unresolved issues with the Elder [7] and Henry [11] problems that warrant a brief discussion. As pointed out by Diersch and Kolditz [6] , the solutions obtained to the Elder problem by various simulation codes are dependent upon the level of grid discretization used. In particular, the number of convection cells and whether central upwelling or downwelling occurs appears to be intimately related to the discretization used. Furthermore, the Elder problem does not have exact analytical solutions nor stability criteria against which to assess model performance. Voss and Souza [25] pointed out that the Henry problem was an insufficient test for density-dependent flow simulators. Recently, Simpson and Clement [23] confirmed this using a coupled versus uncoupled strategy. They showed that the position and shape of the 50% isochlor was similar whether or not the density-coupled effects were properly accounted for. Their simulations showed that the density-dependent effects in the Henry problem are secondary to the influ-Nomenclature A model domain aspect ratio in the x-direction, -B
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Nusselt number,p pressure, ML À1 T À2 PD penetration depth, L Pe g grid/mesh Peclet number, - wavelength of a convection cell, L l 0 dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ML À1 T À1 h porosity, L 3 L À3 q fluid density, ML À3 q 0 fluid density at base reference concentration, ML À3 ence of the boundary forcing provided by the freshwater recharge. This implies that the Henry [11] problem is not a good test for simulators that will be applied to situations with strong density-driven flow. These points are important because the Henry and Elder problems are the most widely used test cases for benchmarking densitydependent flow models. There is clearly a need for additional benchmark cases. The aim of this paper is to describe a problem suite already studied (both analytically and numerically) for several decades in traditional fluid mechanics that demonstrates excellent potential as a 2-D benchmark test case for variable-density groundwater flow and transport simulators (with potential for extension to 3-D).
Following the work of Rayleigh [19] , Horton and Rogers [12] and then Lapwood [14] independently determined the conditions necessary for free convection to occur in a porous layer of infinite horizontal extent in which fluid density decreases linearly with depth. The dimensionless Rayleigh number (Ra) determines the steady state behaviour of this variable-density system. The present study proposes some variations on the problem studied by Horton and Rogers [12] and Lapwood [14] as test cases for density-dependent numerical simulators. The test cases presented in this paper have the advantage of exact stability criteria determined analytically. In addition, the effects of aspect ratio of the porous layer and layer inclination on stability criteria may also be tested. Solutions can be separated into two distinct physical cases: (1) those that are dominated by diffusive/dispersive solute transport (stable) and (2) those where free convection is the dominant means of solute transport (unstable). Comparison of model output with the stability criteria can be used to test the performance of a variable-density flow and transport numerical simulator. 
Problem definition
The steady state problem is defined in three parts: (i) the original infinite layer system (test case: infinite horizontal box) and variations to this, (ii) the finite layer (test case: finite horizontal box) and (iii) inclined layer (test case: infinite inclined box). Presented below are the problem definitions and relevant background theory.
Horizontal infinite layer ('infinite horizontal box')
The so-called Horton-Rogers-Lapwood (HRL) problem examined by Horton and Rogers [12] and independently by Lapwood [14] studies the stability of a fluid layer in porous media bounded by infinitely extending horizontal plates at the upper and lower boundaries. In the original problem definition, fluid density was assumed linearly dependent on temperature. A linear temperature gradient (highest at the bottom, lowest at the top) was defined as the difference between temperatures at the upper and lower boundaries divided by the thickness of the fluid layer (DT =H ) ( Fig. 1a ). For a stable solution, the pure conduction (diffusion) solution results and there is no convection. Density contours are horizontal (and infinite). When instability occurs, density contours oscillate, with clearly defined regions of upwelling and downwelling. The Rayleigh number (Ra) determines the steady state solution of the flow regime (diffusive or convective). In this study, we employ a solute analog of the thermal problem and thus define a solute Rayleigh number as the ratio of buoyancy forces (driving free convective transport of solute) to dispersive/viscous forces (that disperse solute and dissipate free convective transport), which is given by:
where U c convective velocity (LT À1 ) H length scale (L) taken as layer thickness in HRL problem and variations D 0 molecular diffusion coefficient of solute in water (L 2 T À1 ) q 0 freshwater density (ML À3 ) g gravitational acceleration (LT À2 ) k intrinsic permeability (L 2 ) b ¼ q À1 0 ðoq=oCÞ linear expansion coefficient of density/ concentration (-) C max maximum concentration (MM À1 ) C min minimum concentration (MM À1 ) h porosity (-) l 0 dynamic viscosity of the fluid (ML À1 T À1 ).
The critical Rayleigh number derived for the HRL problem (Ra c ) is 4p 2 ($39.48) [17] . A perturbation to the diffusive regime will vanish in a system where Ra < 4p 2 (stable). In a system where Ra P 4p 2 a perturbation grows, generating convection cells (unstable). Square roll cells of width H form. There are two cells in one wavelength k, which is equal to twice the layer thickness, H (Fig. 1a ). For higher Rayleigh number there is a second critical value (Ra c2 ) above which transient convection occurs, characterised by the continuous creation and disappearance of cells. Nield and Bejan [17] place Ra c2 in the range of 240-280 and Diersch and Kolditz [6] place it in the range 240-300. For completeness, we briefly demonstrate the occurrence of oscillatory convection. However, this study does not attempt to investigate oscillatory convection phenomena that occur at higher Rayleigh numbers. Detailed figures outlining the important flow regimes and transitional regions are presented by Caltagirone [3] , Cheng [5] , Gebhart et al. [10] and Nield and Bejan [17] . A comprehensive treatment of this problem is presented in Nield and Bejan [17] and the reader is referred there for further detail. Though originally derived for energy transport, the HRL problem may be converted to a solute transport analog by creating a solute sink at the lower boundary instead of a heat sink at the upper boundary ( Fig. 1a ).
Horizontal finite layer ('finite horizontal box')
The original problem of an infinite horizontal porous layer studied by Horton and Rogers [12] and Lapwood [14] can be modified to that of a finite porous layer by placing vertical boundaries at some horizontal spacing L apart to form a box. This modification of the boundary conditions alters the analytical criterion for system stability. The critical Rayleigh number for a three-dimensional bounded layer ( Fig. 1b ) with aspect ratios A and B, as presented by Caltagirone [3] is
is the excitation mode of the perturbation. The 2-D solution to this problem is achieved by substituting j ¼ 0 into the 3-D solution. The critical Rayleigh number then attains a minimum of 4p 2 whenever the aspect ratio A is an integer 'n'. In all other cases Ra c > 4p 2 , and for A < 1, the solution approaches infinity as A tends to zero. Should layers for which A 6 ¼ n become unstable, convection cells that form cannot assume their preferred square form as in the infinite layer and in the layer with an integral aspect ratio. Rather, they assume a ''squashed'' or ''stretched'' form to fill the finite domain.
Inclined infinite layer ('infinite inclined box')
A further extension to the original HRL problem is achieved by tilting, to create an inclined infinite layer (Fig. 1c ). The stable solution for an inclined infinite layer differs from that for a horizontal layer in that even for low Ra, box-wide rotational flow occurs (referred to by Bories and Combarnous [1] as unicellular flow). In 3-D, the critical Rayleigh number for an inclined infinite porous layer as presented by Caltagirone [3] , Cheng [5] , and Gebhart et al. [10] is
where / ¼ angle of inclination above horizontal (°). However, this solution for a 3-D system is not directly applicable to a 2-D system. Caltagirone and Bories [4] derive solutions for the transitional boundaries between the various flow regimes that occur in 3-D. A similar analysis (see Appendix A) for 2-D systems indicates that the critical Rayleigh number for convection in the x-z plane is determined by solving:
, d lj is the Kronecker delta function, c is a wavenumber, det represents determinant and R ¼ Ra=4p 2 (see Appendix A). Evaluation of the determinant in Eq. (4) produces a polynomial of order N and real coefficients from which the lowest order zero gives an approximation for Ra that improves with increasing N . Further detail is presented in Appendix A.
Numerical modelling

Model domain
An infinite layer cannot be modelled numerically with a finite domain method. A suitable choice of layer length is required. In accordance with the assumption of an infinite layer, it is desirable that layer length be much greater than layer depth. Furthermore, if the length of the modelled region is not to affect the resultant flow field, the choice of model domain size must be such that 'n' cells will completely fill the region (where n is an integer). Hence, the centre of downwelling/upwelling zones must occur precisely at vertical boundaries. Such a choice allows the system to develop the same number of cells per unit length that occurs in layers of infinite extent. When viewed in cross section, each convection cell appears as a flow field bounded by a square and the distance between consecutive regions (i.e. the wavelength k) of upwelling/downwelling is equal to twice the thickness of the layer H :
For these reasons, the aspect ratio, A ¼ L=H , for the infinite layer cases must be an integer:
The case of the horizontal infinite layer may thus be referred to as the 'infinite horizontal box'. For the finite layer problem, the layer length need not meet the above criterion (Eq. (6)) resulting in the variations to Ra c described by Eq. (2). This case may be referred to as the 'finite horizontal box'. For simplicity, the inclined infinite layer may be modelled using the criteria for the horizontally infinite problem given by Eq. (6). This case is referred to as the 'infinite inclined box'.
Model parameters, boundary and initial conditions
Numerical simulations were performed using SU-TRA (saturated-unsaturated transport), a 2-D densitydependent groundwater flow and solute transport model [24] . The model employs a 2-D finite element approximation of the governing equations in space and an implicit finite difference approximation in time. For further detail on SUTRA, the reader is referred to Voss and Provost [24] and Voss and Souza [25] . To simulate the original HRL problem, two modifications to the original problem must be implemented. Firstly, as previously discussed, because infinite layer length cannot be modelled numerically, appropriate dimensions are chosen to fulfil Eq. (6); thus the problem becomes the 'infinite horizontal box'. Secondly, when the horizontal problems are modelled for solute rather than heat, the initial concentration solution is not linear in C. In contrast, for heat transport, the initial temperature condition is linear for a horizontal box, as mentioned earlier. The general nonlinear diffusive solutions for concentration, C, and pressure, p, for the variable-density case used as initial conditions for the solute version of the horizontal box problems are:
These solutions are independent of Ra for Ra < Ra c . Further detail on Eqs. (7) and (8) is presented in Appendix B.
In practice, the most straightforward means of setting the nonlinear initial conditions in a computer simulation is not through use of the analytical solutions, described above. Rather, these solutions may be numerically generated employing Ra < Ra c . Thus, a simulation with Ra < Ra c is first run to obtain the initial conditions for p and C, and the steady numerical solution (which matches Eqs. (7) and (8)) is then used as the initial condition for all cases where Ra > Ra c . To obtain the steady initial nonlinear solution with Ra < Ra c from an arbitrary initial condition requires allowing the simulation to step through time until the solutions for p and C become steady. For the horizontal case, the simulated fluid velocities for the steady state initial conditions are zero. Due to the nonflowing initial condition, a perturbation (or seed) is often used to initiate convection for the horizontal box.
For the inclined layer, when Ra > Ra c , the steady state fluid velocities for the initial condition describe unicellular flow and the p and C solutions are more complex, having a variation not only from top to bottom of the box, but also from end to end of the box. The steady spatial distributions of p and C are, in this case, dependent on Ra, even though Ra < Ra c . Thus, there is no obvious 'quiescent' initial condition to use for the inclined case. This ambiguity in the initial condition for the infinite inclined box is irrelevant because the multicellular pattern is self-generating for this case. Thus, any unicellular initial condition may be used; however, it is preferable that the initial condition has a value of Ra only just below Ra c for the angle of inclination being simulated in order to avoid a large change in the flow field at the initiation of the simulation for a value of Ra > Ra c .
The boundary conditions used to simulate the problem in SUTRA are shown in Fig. 2 . The horizontal box problems were modelled using a single layer depth, H (10 m) and varying layer length, L. The 'base case' parameters are listed in Table 1 . For reasons irrelevant to this paper, fluid and porous medium properties were defined by close comparison with the transient Elder [7] problem for natural thermal convection using solute analog parameters employed by Voss and Souza [25] . However, matching the Rayleigh number was not a requirement and therefore the resultant Ra in the Elder problem and that employed here are different. Hence, the use of the Elder [7] parameter values was a starting point for this study from which variations in individual parameters (k, C max and H ) were made. The problem was modelled as a closed box, with specified pressure boundary conditions at the upper corners with any inflowing fluid having a concentration, C ¼ 1:0. Compressibility of porous matrix and fluid are set to zero in all transient simulations.
Initial conditions were obtained numerically as previously described. An initial perturbation at t ¼ 0 was employed to 'trigger' instability in this potentially unstable system. Without a trigger, instabilities would only form after a long time, generating from the locations of the specified pressure boundary conditions. The trigger was implemented by manually altering the concentration of the central node (node c ) or the node nearest the centre in the initial concentration distribution (shown as in Fig. 2 ). This concentration was increased by 10% of the maximum concentration. Thus, for the base case where C max ¼ 1:0, the concentration of the central node c was altered from %0.5227 to %0.6227. A sensitivity analysis was carried out on the method of perturbation to determine whether this had an effect on the resultant steady state solution. Whilst altering the location of the perturbation and its magnitude relative to the initial background concentration distribution influenced the position of upwellings and downwellings in the resultant concentration field, it was not found to alter the Ra c at which onset of instabilities occurs, nor the convective wavelength of an unstable system. However, if the initial conditions are inconsistent with a purely diffusive regime as described by Eqs. (7) and (8) (e.g. linear concentration and pressure), the potentially large initial velocities in the box may cause the steady convective wavelength to not be matched correctly.
Spatial and temporal discretization
Solute transport problems involving significant density contrasts are very sensitive to discretization [6] . The Rayleigh number defines the steady state stability of these problems. When modelling a scenario with Ra P Ra c , model output should resemble free convection. Models for Ra < Ra c should produce vertically stratified concentration output for horizontal boxes, representative of solute transport caused by diffusion alone. Whilst model testing must provide confirmation that the code is correctly simulating the physical processes, it should also confirm spatial and temporal discretization is appropriately chosen. Spatial discretization is usually selected according to the grid/mesh Peclet number (Pe g ):
where v max ¼ maximum velocity parallel to DL (LT À1 ), DL ¼ element height or length parallel to flow (L), D 0 ¼ molecular diffusivity in porous medium (L 2 T À1 ) and a ¼ dispersivity (L). Typically, diffusion is small compared with dispersion (D 0 ( ajv max j) and Pe g is approximated as DL=a. However, for simulation of the test problems, dispersivity is set to zero because the analytical indicator of stability (Eq. (1)) is valid only for a constant dispersion coefficient, and therefore cannot serve to benchmark cases where the dispersion is velocity dependent. The grid Peclet number for this case thus simplifies to
As a guide for numerical stability, Voss [24] suggests for SUTRA, Pe g 6 4. This rule of thumb to obtain stability applies to cases where transport is dominated by longitudinal rather than transverse solute flux. This does not guarantee that such discretization is adequate to produce accurate results for Pe g $ 4; thus, discretization to obtain accurate and stable results may require even further refinement in the mesh. The maximum vertical fluid velocity is highly dependent on the Rayleigh number of the system. Therefore, the choice of an appropriate mesh is also dependent on the Rayleigh number. Furthermore, the choice of grid affects numerical dispersion in the model and this can be significant when a coarse grid is employed. When numerical dispersion exceeds physical dispersion, this leads to a reduction in the effective Rayleigh number being simulated in the system. Temporal discretization is dependent on the mesh used. The Courant number (Cr) is a guide for numerical stability. Simply put, the Courant criterion requires that the advective front move only a fraction of an element per timestep. Generally, numerical stability (though, again, not necessarily accuracy) is achieved for Cr 6 1, where
where v max ¼ maximum velocity parallel to DL (LT À1 ), Dt ¼ timestep length (T) and DL ¼ element length parallel to flow (L).
For the present study, grid Peclet numbers are given in Table 2 for various situations modelled using the base case parameters (Table 1) , except for the varying layer depth, H . All v max values were obtained post-simulation from output files. A uniform numerical grid (element length ¼ element height ¼ constant) was utilised for both the 'infinite horizontal box' (except simulations with H ¼ 12:5 m) and for the 'infinite inclined box' problems. For 'finite horizontal box' simulations where aspect ratio was allowed to vary (up to A ¼ 4), the previously used element sizes would be too large for the smaller model domain. Thus, new discretization was required for testing the effect of aspect ratio. A numerical grid using 1600 elements (80 horizontally · 20 vertically) was used in all 'finite horizontal box' simulations and was seen to produce accurate results.
For this study, all simulations utilised constant time steps and a noniterative solution method. An iterative coupling would usually be employed when modelling problems of a nonlinear nature, and would be recommended for investigation of the temporal development of the problem. In the proposed test case, however, we examine the steady state solutions only and iteration is not required. Because the model of layer depth 10 m was used for Ra up to 400, it was necessary to evaluate the numerical stability criteria for the model under the conditions for which it is most likely to be numerically unstable. The mesh Peclet number for Ra ¼ 400 was Pe g % 8:98 for a maximum vertical velocity of 3.2 · 10 À5 m s À1 . Although this is approximately twice the recommended maximum grid Peclet number, the simulated concentrations and velocities are reasonable. The Courant number for Ra ¼ 400 is 84, far greater than the guiding value of one. All simulations were consistent in showing that with higher Ra, the system reaches equilibrium faster with respect to 0.5PD and Nu (defined in the next section). Furthermore, with higher Ra, the equilibrium values for 0.5PD and Nu are higher. Model results deviating from this trend would indicate numerical instability. A sensitivity analysis to spatial and temporal discretization clearly showed that some results were numerically erroneous where computed concentrations lay outside those specified at the upper and lower boundaries. Therefore, concentration values greater than 1.0 or less than zero are indicative of numerical error within the simulation and must be avoided. Simulations of the infinite and inclined problems utilise a grid containing 200 elements (horizontally) · 10 elements (vertically) (2000 elements and 2211 nodes in total). Results of a sensitivity analysis to spatial discretization are presented in Fig. 3 . Grids utilising a greater number of elements in both the vertical and horizontal directions are shown in Fig. 3 . Whilst small variations in Nusselt number and penetration depth are observed by increasing the grid density beyond 200 · 10 elements, these variations are typically less than 2% in magnitude and are therefore negligible. Thus, for the demonstration of the 2-D test cases, where there is a need to run many simulations in order to locate the transition regions between stable and unstable flow, the 200 · 10 element grid was used. This represented a reasonable compromise between simulation accuracy and computational effort and allowing excellent matches with both critical Rayleigh numbers and convective wavelength to be obtained.
Results and discussion
A comparison of stable and unstable states
For an unstable system (Ra P Ra c ), instability should grow outward from the central perturbation. To indicate the stability of a system, Leijnse and Oostrom [15] used the maximum fluid velocity (v max ). Simmons and Narayan [20] used a stability index (SI) to classify results, where 0 is stable and 1 is unstable. The use of such an index requires judgement as to whether a system is stable or not and a time at which to assess stability states. Small instabilities may not be apparent and may be classified as stable. Rather than using a subjective stability index we utilise two quantitative indicators of stability. The first is the maximum penetration depth of the 50% concentration contour (0.5PD). This is defined to be the maximum depth at which a concentration of half of C max is observed. Values were obtained via a linear interpolation based on nodal concentrations and depths. The second indicator variable is the Nusselt number at the upper boundary. The Nusselt number (Nu) is a ratio of the total mass flux through a layer (in this case the upper boundary), to diffusive flux (Eq. cating solute transport (convective) in addition to that caused by diffusion alone (see Nield and Bejan [17] for further detail on Nu).
where Q ¼ solute mass flux (MT À1 ), D 0 ¼ molecular diffusivity (L 2 T À1 ), h ¼ porosity (-), DC v =H ¼ volumetric concentration gradient across layer (ML À4 ), L ¼ layer length (L), and W ¼ layer width (L). When a system is stable, the 0.5 contour will remain at a constant depth. In an unstable system, the 0.5 contour will deviate, and will assume an oscillatory form along the length of the box.
Once a system with Ra P 4p 2 is perturbed, convection cells develop. Concentration contours deviate from the straight lines observed in a purely diffusive system. Regions where contours are closer to the upper boundary indicate upwelling. Conversely, regions where contours are closer to the lower boundary indicate downwelling ( Fig. 4) . As a side note, it is interesting to consider the solute fluxes within the layer. Consider the upper boundary. At no point in the model is there a greater concentration than that specified along the upper boundary. In accordance with Fick's Law, diffusion must be occurring with solute moving vertically downwards. No fluid enters the model through the upper boundary except through the specified pressure nodes (and there is essentially no flow at these points as well). Therefore, fluid circulation patterns do not correlate with solute fluxes entering/leaving the model. More solute enters the model at upwelling regions (where the diffusive gradient is higher) than that entering through downwelling regions (lower gradient). Conversely, at the lower boundary, more solute leaves the layer at regions of downwelling, and less leaves in upwelling regions. Model results (mass/solute flux across boundaries) support these observations. Steady state concentration contours (obtained after 20 years simulation time) for a range of Rayleigh numbers (obtained by varying permeability with all other parameters fixed) are shown in Fig. 5 . Clearly, Ra ¼ 20 (Fig. 5a ) remains stable as no convection cells are seen. Ra ¼ 50 (Fig. 5b) is unstable, with concentration contours of sinusoidal-like form. For Ra ¼ 100 (Fig. 5c ), the waves become flattened at the upper and lower boundaries. Ra ¼ 200 (Fig. 5d ) concentration contours demonstrate further flattening to the extent that some contours turn back upon themselves. Increasing Ra leads to increasingly high concentration gradients along some parts of the upper and lower boundaries. The theoretical number of cells for a layer 10 m deep and 200 m long is 20 (k ¼ 20 m), in exact agreement with SUTRA numerical results.
As mentioned previously, oscillatory convection can occur where Ra exceeds the range 240 < Ra < 300. To briefly demonstrate a fluctuating oscillatory regime characterised by the continuous creation and disappearance of cells obtained for Ra > Ra c2 , a system with Ra ¼ 400 was modelled at an aspect ratio of A ¼ 4. SUTRA results for concentration at different times (Fig.  6 ) clearly depict oscillatory convection characterised by the continual breakdown and redevelopment of cells. A steady state solution is never achieved in this oscillatory mode. Consequently, the proposed test cases should be limited to cases where Ra < 200 to eliminate oscillatory phenomena.
Infinite horizontal box problem
The instability criterion (e.g. Ra c ) of the proposed test problems holds irrespective of the individual values of the constituent parameters in Ra. For the 'infinite horizontal box' problem, variation of three key variables were considered (intrinsic permeability, concentration difference and length scale). The Nusselt number (Nu) and the penetration depth of the 0.5 concentration contour (0.5PD) were used to analyse the growth of any subsequent instability. Fig. 7 is a stability plot that summarizes all SUTRA simulation results for the 'infinite horizontal box'. It shows the consistent transition from stable to unstable behaviour at Ra ¼ Ra c ¼ 4p 2 for all SUTRA simulations, independent of which parameter is varied.
Intrinsic permeability
The 'infinite horizontal box' problem was modelled with a range of intrinsic permeability values corresponding to Rayleigh numbers ranging from 10 to 400. Theoretically, the value of Ra ¼ 4p 2 should separate stable from unstable scenarios. A dramatic change is observed in 0.5PD around this critical value ( Fig. 8a and  b) indicating the onset of instability.
The Nusselt number changes in a similar manner to 0.5PD. Again, the value where changes to the Nusselt number occur is around 4p 2 (Fig. 9a) . Therefore, as Ra rises above Ra c , convective transport is increased. It is also evident from Fig. 9a that the change in Nu with respect to changing Ra begins to taper off with increasing Ra. The greatest increase occurs for values just greater than Ra c . This is indicative of the transition between diffusive (stable) and convective (unstable) states.
Concentration difference
The 'infinite horizontal box' problem was modelled for a range of concentration differences. The lower boundary specified concentration was held constant at zero, while the specified concentration of the upper boundary was varied. Altering the concentration of the solute supply changes the density of the upper source boundary and hence the magnitude of the density gradient across the layer. Theory would suggest that the Rayleigh number (varied as a function of changing concentration) should again predict instability for cases where Ra P 4p 2 . Using the base case parameters, Ra c corresponds to a maximum concentration of 1.5.
In a set of simulations with varying C max the 0.5 concentration contour moves up or down in the layer according to the specified C max value. To keep the stable position for 0.5PD consistent between scenarios with varying C max , 0.5PD was defined in a relative sense to be the maximum depth of the concentration contour 0.5 (C max ), rather than the absolute 0.5 concentration contour. Results show that 0.5PD behaves identically as a function of C max as it did in the varying permeability cases. The critical Rayleigh number is observed at around 4p 2 , above which 0.5PD varies significantly from the stable position (Fig. 8c ). Higher Ra corresponds to greater equilibrium values of 0.5PD. Nusselt number data show the same trends as previously observed for permeability variation. The system again becomes unstable at a value of around 4p 2 (Fig. 9b ).
Layer depth (length scale)
The Rayleigh number incorporates a length scale (H ), which is usually taken to be the depth of the layer. Numerical simulation of the 'infinite horizontal box' problem with varied layer depth was carried out, whilst holding the other base case parameters constant and with numerical parameters as outlined in Table 2 . Layer depths of 5, 10, and 12.5 m correspond to Ra < 4p 2 , while depths of 20 and 50 m correspond to Ra > 4p 2 .
Results are consistent with those predicted by the critical Rayleigh number. Penetration depths of the 0.5 concentration contour (normalised to layer depth to indicate relative divergence) are shown in Fig. 8d . For unstable cases, 0.5PD increases with increasing layer depth (even when normalised). The Nusselt number behaves similarly for layer depth as it does for permeability and concentration difference. There is no significant difference in the Nusselt number between stable cases (Fig. 9c ), but changes occur for layer depths of 20 and 50 m, corresponding to Rayleigh numbers greater than 4p 2 .
Finite horizontal box problem
The 'finite horizontal box' problem was modelled as a laterally bounded box with varied aspect ratios from A ¼ 0:25 to a maximum of A ¼ 4. This was done by maintaining 'base case' conditions except for varying layer length, L. 2-D SUTRA results are consistent with the analytical stability criterion defined in Eq. (2) (Fig.  10) . Ra c increases for cases where L 6 ¼ nH , or more simply A 6 ¼ n. This is because the geometry of the box effectively forces a certain wavelength onto those regimes that become unstable. For integral aspect ratios, this wavelength is the natural wavelength of the infinite system and Ra c is a minimum. Systems of nonintegral aspect ratio require a greater Ra c to allow convection at the required wavelength. Model results are consistent with the analytical stability criterion that gives an increase in Ra c towards infinity as A ! 0 for A < 1. key to the test case because Ra c is most sensitive to changes in aspect ratio in this region. Any increase in Ra c for A 6 ¼ n is small for A > 2 and whilst the simulations can still be tested against the Ra c it is difficult to match the very small peaks in Ra c . The test therefore essentially reverts to that of testing for instability when Ra P 4p 2 when A > 1. A further useful result follows from these observations. When modelling these horizontal box problems, it can be safely assumed that the aspect ratio of the model domain has a negligible physical effect on Ra c if A > 2 and that in these cases the system behaves as if it were effectively infinite in lateral extent.
Infinite inclined box problem
The 'infinite inclined box' problem was modelled for inclinations up to / ¼ 80°. SUTRA simulation results are in excellent agreement with the stability criteria de-fined in Eq. (4) and tabulated in Table 3 of Appendix A. Stable scenarios are observed as unicellular flow (one box-wide convection cell only), whilst unstable scenarios generate multiple counter-rotating cells (as in the infinite layer problem) (also see Ghebart et al. [10] for a discussion on this problem). Ra c increases slightly up to / % 31°, above which Ra c increases rapidly (Fig. 11 ) (see Appendix A for calculation details). Furthermore, SU-TRA results are in good agreement with those obtained numerically by Caltagirone [3] for an inclined layer of A ¼ 4 and Ra ¼ 100. Caltagirone [3] showed a change from five to three cells at / ¼ 18°, and a change from three cells to unicellular flow at 27.8°. These changes are reflected in abrupt changes in Nu. SUTRA results show four cells for the horizontal case (matching the theoretical wavelength exactly). A transition from three cells to unicellular flow occurs at / ¼ 31:2°, corresponding to a rapid decrease in Nu (Fig. 12 ). Nu gradually increases for greater inclinations to a maximum around 70-80°0 above which there is a slight decrease. The trends observed in Fig. 12 closely match those of Caltagirone [3] .
Summary and conclusions
This paper proposes three variations of the Horton-Rogers-Lapwood (HRL) problem as two-dimensional test cases for variable-density groundwater flow and solute transport simulators. These problems have a critical Rayleigh number Ra c and a convective wavelength k that can be derived analytically. Thus, these tests have the advantage of well-defined stability indicators, something not offered by any of the benchmark problems in use today (2004) . The 'infinite horizontal box', 'finite horizontal box' and 'infinite inclined box' problems have been well studied analytically and numerically over the last few decades. These three problems offer an excellent opportunity for two-dimensional testing of variable-density groundwater flow and transport simulators.
As an example, the variable-density groundwater flow code, SUTRA [24] was tested on the three problems. The key results for this code are: Two-dimensional steady state convection in infinite boxes, in finite boxes and in inclined infinite boxes provides the basis for useful test cases and these are potential new benchmarks for variable-density groundwater flow and solute transport simulators. Well-defined solutions exist for these cases, as do other numerical results in the fluid mechanics literature. These are not currently used by the groundwater modelling community. These problems directly test the capability of a code to properly represent the steady state balance between buoyancy driven advection and diffusion. The results presented here are for 2-D simplification of 3-D systems, which have been studied in previous literature. Thus, extension of these 2-D benchmarks to 3-D situations is possible. not clearly defined. Caltagirone and Bories [4] describe an inclined porous layer of infinite extent in the x and y directions and unit thickness in the z-direction. The temperature of the lower boundary is held at T ¼ 1 and the upper at T ¼ 0. Caltagirone and Bories [4] define the following expressions for stable, unicellular flow in the system:
where m x;y;z are velocities in respective directions x; y; z. Following standard first order perturbation procedures [17] with a use of series P a j sinðjpzÞ, j ¼ 1; . . . ; N , exactly satisfying boundary conditions and the Galerkin method to approximately satisfy differential equations, a coefficient matrix is produced with elements, g lj :
l AE j odd; j; l ¼ 1; . . . ; N ðA:2Þ
Here s ¼ ðs 2 x þ s 2 y Þ 1=2 , s x and s y are the respective wavenumbers and i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p
. This is in agreement with Caltagirone and Bories [4] .
The condition for instability at the critical Ra value is the determinant condition: and remove the p 4 from each row of the determinant to produce:
where d lj is the Kronecker delta function.
Determinants were calculated using a Gauss Jordan pivotal method and R was found using the Muller [16] and Frank [8] quadratic interpolation method for finding roots (not requiring derivatives). A verification was made using a symbolic algebra software package, Maple [2] , for N ¼ 2, 3, 4, 5, by checking the elements of the determinant and the solution for R. The variation of c to find the minimum R was made automatic by also using a quadratic interpolation method.
The main results are given in Table 3 . The limiting value of / was found to be / ¼ 31:49033°, and c ¼ 0:813. As / increases, N is increased to maintain the same accuracy. For values of / < 20°, N ¼ 20 will generate the accuracy tabulated. For 25°< / 6 31:49°, N ¼ 50 was used. For / > 31:49°, N ¼ 90 was used. The critical value of / ¼ 31:49033°w as arrived at when real zeros of det½g lk ¼ 0 could no longer be found.
A comparison with the results of Caltagirone and Bories [4, Table 1 ] indicate that the values of their s L , the same as c, are in good agreement, except for a slight difference at / ¼ 20°, where s L ¼ 0:965 whereas c ¼ 0:967 (also obtained at their N ¼ 5 and N ¼ 8). In fact c is not very sensitive to changes in N . When 4R is multiplied by cos /, there is agreement to 3 or 4 decimal places with their tabulated values of their quantity Ra Ã L . Unfortunately, Ra Ã L is not clearly defined by Caltagirone and Bories [4] . There is a slight difference in values of critical /. Caltagirone and Bories [4] quote critical / ¼ 31°48 0 ¼ 31:8°in comparison with our 31.49033°.
Appendix B. Nonlinear initial conditions
The initial concentration conditions for the HRL problem (and for the horizontal problems discussed in this paper) should give no fluid flow and only steady state diffusion of solute from top to bottom of the system. This condition is derived from the equation (the diffusive portion of the variable-density solute mass balance governing equation in terms of solute mass fraction, C (see [24] ):
(assuming that base density, q 0 occurs at concentration, C ¼ 0). 
